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Original Project Scope
Contract with MNDNR August 2012
Phase 1
Alternatives Evaluation Report
Phase 2
IEPR review assistance
Design
Permitting
USACE Section 408 EA and approval
Construction Plans
Phase 3
Bid and Award
Construction Admin and oversight
Completion of construction by April 15, 2014
O&M manual
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Lock and Dam #1
Fish Barrier Alternatives Analysis
It is the goal of the MNDNR to design and construct a
safe and effective fish deterrence barrier at Lock and
Dam #1.
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Barrier Alternatives Evaluation Criteria
• All life stages Asian carp
deterred > 90%
• Safety concerns must
be mitigated
• Authorized uses maintained
• No adverse impacts to
structure
• Construction start fall 2013
• Protection of active lock only
• 100-year design event
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Project Site and Uses
2,000,000 annual park visitors
2,495 3-yr avg. # lockages
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Site Description
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Important Water Elevations
at the Lock and Dam
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Lock and Dam #1
Fish Passage Routes

• Drain
tubes/discharge
manifold
• Miter gates
• Water levels
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Known and Unknown

Known
•
•
•
•
•

Tight timeline
High use area
at/near lock
100-yr flood risk
Multiple passage
pathways
USACE facility

Unknown
• Technologies
available
• Technology
effectiveness for
bigheaded carp
• Viable ways to
protect lock
• Scope of safety
mitigation
• Lock infrastructure
affected
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VZ
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Technology effectiveness
Literature review of
non-physical
deterrence barriers

Decision to use only
Bighead and Silver
carp specific research
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Bighead and Silver carp specific
peer reviewed studies 2012
•

Holliman, F. M.. 2011. Operational protocols for electric barriers on the Chicago
Sanitary and Ship Canal; Influence of electrical characteristics, water conductivity,
fish behavior, and water velocity on risk to breach by small silver and bighead carp.
Final Report CELRD-DE to US Army Corps of Engineers.

•

Ruebush, B.C. et al. 2012. In-situ tests of sound-bubble-strobe light technologies to
prevent range expansions of Asian carp. Aquatic Invasions 7(1): 37-48

•

Taylor, R. M. et al. 2003. Some observations on the effectiveness of two behavioral
fish guidance systems for preventing the spread of bighead carp to the Great Lakes.
Aquatic Invaders 14:1-5.

•

Taylor, R.M et al. 2005. Response of bighead carp to a bioacoustics behavioral fish
guidance system. Fisheries Management and Ecology, 12, 283-286
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Level 2 Screening:
Site-Specific Considerations
• Lock structure modifications
• Lock and dam operational
modifications
• Public and operator safety
• Ice and cold weather
• Flood flows
• Damage by commercial vessels
• Fish behavior
• Recreational traffic impacts
• Sedimentation and/or scour
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Electrical
Effects on Fish and Humans

• CSSC operations
• NAVSEA report
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VZ
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Known and Unknown
Known
•

•

•
•

•

Limited
technologies
applicable
USACE concerns
about structural
changes to lock
Safety mitigation for
electric required
Very limited species
specific research
Limited
understanding of
how research
results apply in
operational use

Unknown
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GFFB Locations
and Specific Site Issues

•Short and long-term structural impacts
•Construction methods
•Construction schedule
•Operational changes
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SPA/BAFF Location
and Site-Specific Issues

• Operational changes
• Construction methods
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SPA/BAFF was the Recommended
Alternative

• Potentially up to 99+%
effective for all life stages of
Asian carp
• No lock operational changes
• Meets public safety needs
• Location may enhance
effectiveness
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Sweeping Barrier Concept and Location

• SRI design contract
• Electrical parameter
validation study May
2014
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WRDA 2014

Upper St. Anthony Falls to be
closed within one year of
signature of the legislation.
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Questions
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Barrier Overview
Sweeping Field/Diffuser/Terminal
No installations of these combined technologies at this time anywhere.
May 2014 validation study to provide guidance
on parameter settings required for Asian carp.
Barrier
Type

Voltage
Gradient at
Surface**

Voltage
Gradient near
electrodes at
(12’ water
depth)**

Pulse Rate/
Frequency**

NAVSEA report
max safe voltage
gradient humans

Diffusers

.004V/in.014V/in
≥1.08V/in
≥1.08V/in

1.6-1.7V/in

3Hz/2ms

≤0.05V/in

<2.0V/in
6.0V/in

3Hz/2ms
3Hz/2ms

≤0.05V/in
≤0.05V/in

Sweeping
Terminal

** hypothetical optimums Smith Root 99% design report 2014
NAVSEA Report 2008
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CSSC canal
electric
barrier
operational
parameters
(surface)
NA
NA
2.3V/in,30Hz,
4ms

